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Abstract
In many real-world problems and applications,
finding only a single element, even though the best,
among all possible candidates, cannot fully meet
the requirements. We may wish to have a collec-
tion where each individual is not only outstand-
ing but also distinctive. Diversified Top-k (DTk)
problems are a kind of combinatorial optimization
problem for finding such a promising collection
of multiple sub-structures, such as subgraphs like
cliques and social communities. In this paper, we
address two representative and practical DTk prob-
lems, DTk Clique search (DTkC) and DTk Weight
Clique search (DTkWC), and propose an efficient
algorithm called Diversified Top-k Evolutionary
AlgorithM (DiverTEAM) for these two problems.
DiverTEAM consists of a local search algorithm,
which focuses on generating high-quality and di-
verse individuals and sub-structures, and a genetic
algorithm that makes individuals work as a team
and converge to (near-)optima efficiently. Exten-
sive experiments show that DiverTEAM exhibits
an excellent and robust performance across various
benchmarks of DTkC and DTkWC.

1 Introduction
As a typical category of combinatorial optimization prob-
lems, the diversified Top-k (DTk) problems aim to find
(at most) k diverse sub-structures whose combination max-
imizes (or minimizes) an objective function. For instance,
many DTk problems are defined on graphs, aiming to find
(at most) k subgraphs satisfying required demands and cov-
ering as many nodes or edges as possible, such as the
DTk (bi)clique search [Yuan et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2020;
Lyu et al., 2022], DTk community search [Sun et al., 2022],
DTk subgraph querying [Yang et al., 2016], and DTk edge
patterns [Huang et al., 2023] problems. Usually, the overlap-
ping elements (such as nodes) are either ignored, penalized,
or even prohibited in order to prioritize the diversity of solu-
tions in DTk problems. These DTk problems have various
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real-world applications, such as pattern matching [Wang and
Zhan, 2018], route planning [Luo et al., 2022], best region
searching [Shahrivari et al., 2020], etc.

Among various DTk problems defined on graphs, the
DTk Clique search (DTkC) and DTk Weight Clique search
(DTkWC) are two typical problems due to the representa-
tiveness of the clique model in various subgraph structures.
Given an undirected graph, DTkC aims to find a collection
of at most k cliques covering as many vertices as possible.
Given an undirected graph with each vertex associated with a
positive weight, DTkWC aims to find a collection of at most
k cliques maximizing the total weight of covered vertices.
Algorithms for DTkC and DTkWC can be categorized into
exact [Zhou et al., 2021a], approximation [Yuan et al., 2016],
and heuristic algorithms, among which, heuristics appear to
be more practical and efficient.

Wu et al. [Wu et al., 2020] proposed the first local search
heuristic for DTkC, which updates the collection of cliques
by constructing a new clique and then using it to replace
a clique in the collection. Later on, similar local search
heuristic methods are adopted to solve DTkWC [Wu and Yin,
2021]. Recently, a hybrid evolutionary algorithm combin-
ing population-based and local search methods called HEA-
D [Wu et al., 2022] was proposed for DTkWC, which sig-
nificantly outperforms the existing local search and exact al-
gorithms. HEA-D shows the potential of evolutionary algo-
rithms in solving DTkWC. However, some deficient designs
might limit the search capability of the evolutionary algo-
rithm. For instance, the crossover and offspring selection ap-
proaches in HEA-D may cause the rapid loss of genes (i.e.,
cliques) and the population difficult to converge, and the lo-
cal search might even degrade the population and further de-
lay its convergence. Moreover, we found that no study has
attempted to propose a heuristic algorithm to simultaneously
solve the closely related DTkC and DTkWC problems, and
the state-of-the-art DTkWC heuristic HEA-D shows low per-
formance for DTkC.

To address the above issues and fill the above gap, we pro-
pose a novel and efficient hybrid evolutionary algorithm for
both DTkC and DTkWC called DiverTEAM (Diversified
Top-k Evolutionary AlgorithM). Different from alternating
local search and genetic algorithms in HEA-D, DiverTEAM
separates them into two stages to make each more focused.
In the first stage, DiverTEAM uses local search to focus
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on generating high-quality and diverse genes (i.e., cliques)
and individuals (i.e., collections of cliques), during which
the solutions are prohibited from getting worse. In the sec-
ond stage, it uses a genetic algorithm to efficiently make
the population converge to (near-)optimal solutions with our
designed crossover operator, which can efficiently spread
genes over the population and assign each individual suitable
genes, making the individuals work as a team. Moreover, Di-
verTEAM does not fix the number of individuals generated
by local search but allows it to adjust adaptively according
to the scale and the k value of the instances. In summary,
the local search focuses on maximizing each team member’s
own contribution, while the genetic algorithm focuses on effi-
cient and effective communication among the team members
to maximize the team’s contribution.

We further design some detailed methods to improve the
algorithm’s efficiency and performance, including a pseudo
graph reduction preprocessing and several postprocessing. A
solution-based tabu search is also incorporated to prevent du-
plicate searching (i.e., generating individuals that have oc-
curred in history) and the population from converging slowly.

Existing studies for DTkWC and DTkC usually only eval-
uate algorithms on massive sparse Real-world graph bench-
marks. To make a more convincing evaluation, we fur-
ther consider the 2nd DIMACS graph benchmark that con-
tains many dense graphs, as well as two kinds of ran-
dom graphs, i.e., Erdős-Rényi (ER) graphs [Erdős et al.,
1960] and Barabási-Albert (BA) graphs [Albert and Barabási,
2002]. Extensive experiments show that DiverTEAM per-
forms excellently on various benchmarks for both DTkC and
DTkWC, indicating the superiority of our algorithm.

The main contributions of this work are as follows.
• We propose an efficient hybrid evolutionary algorithm

called DiverTEAM for DTkC and DTkWC, consisting
of a focused and adaptive local search algorithm and an
effective genetic algorithm with efficient crossover op-
erators. To our knowledge, this is the first heuristic al-
gorithm proposed for both DTkC and DTkWC.

• We propose several effective approaches, including the
combination of solution-based tabu search methods and
the genetic algorithm, a pseudo graph reduction prepro-
cessing, and several postprocessing methods. These ap-
proaches, coupled with the proposed crossover operator
and the evolutionary algorithm framework could also be
used for other DTk problems defined on graphs.

• We evaluate algorithms on various datasets, including
dense, massive sparse, and random graphs. Extensive
experiments show that DiverTEAM significantly outper-
forms the state-of-the-art heuristics in various datasets of
both DTkC and DTkWC, indicating its excellent perfor-
mance and robustness.

2 Preliminaries
This section presents definitions of DTkC and DTkWC and
provides an illustrative example for better understanding
them.

Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), where V is the
set of vertices and E the set of edges, the density of G is

Figure 1: An instance for the DTkWC problem.

2|E|/(|V |(|V | − 1)). Given a vertex set V ′ ⊆ V , G[V ′] is
defined as the subgraph induced by V ′. For any vertex v in V ,
we denote N(v) as the set of vertices adjacent to v in G. The
degree of v is |N(v)|. A clique c in G is a subset of V such
that for any two distinct vertices u, v ∈ c, edge (u, v) ∈ E. A
clique set C is a set of cliques, and the set of vertices covered
by C is defined as cov(C) = ∪c∈C(∪v∈c{v}). DTkC aims
to find a clique set C that contains at most k cliques in G and
maximizes the number of covered vertices, i.e., |cov(C)|.

In DTkWC, each vertex v ∈ V is assigned a positive
weight, denoted as w(v), and the weight of a clique c is de-
fined as w(c) =

∑
v∈c w(v), i.e., the total weight of ver-

tices in c, and the weight of a clique set C is defined as
W (C) =

∑
v∈cov(C) w(v), i.e., the total weight of vertices

covered by C. Given the above definitions, DTkWC is to
find a clique set C that contains at most k cliques in G with
the maximum weight. DTkWC could be thought of as the
weighted version of DTkC, and we regard W (C) as their
unified optimization objective for convenience by assigning
a unit weight to each vertex in DTkC.

Given a clique set C and a clique c ∈ C, we de-
fine priv(c, C) = c\cov(C\c) as the set of vertices in
c that are not covered by C\c and define score(c, C) =∑

v∈priv(c,C) w(v) as the reduction of W (C) caused by re-
moving c from C.

Figure 1 illustrates a graph G = (V,E) for the DTkWC
problem, where vertex vi|w represents vertex vi ∈ V with
weight w. G contains a number of high-quality cliques,
such as c1 = {v1, v3, v4, v5, v6}, c2 = {v1, v8, v9}, c3 =
{v0, v1, v2}, and c4 = {v3, v5, v6, v7}. When addressing
the instance with k = 3, the optimal clique set in G is
C = {c1, c2, c3} with set of its covered vertices cov(C) =
V \{v7} and its weight W (C) = 22. Moreover, we have
priv(c2, C) = {v0, v2} and score(c2, C) = 5.

3 The DiverTEAM Evolutionary Algorithm
This section introduces our DiverTEAM evolutionary algo-
rithm proposed for DTkC and DTkWC. We first introduce
the main process of DiverTEAM, and then present its com-
ponents, including the preprocessing based on a pseudo graph
reduction, the local search process, the genetic algorithm, and
the postprocessing.

3.1 Main Process of DiverTEAM
The main procedure of DiverTEAM is shown in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm mainly consists of the separated local search



Algorithm 1: DiverTEAM
Input: A graph G, an integer k, the maximum

unimproved step in local search Mstep, a time
limit tmax

Output: A solution C
1 Initialize the population P ← ∅;
2 IV ← the set of isolated vertices in G with degree 0;
3 LV ← the set of leaf vertices in G with degree 1;
4 G′ ← G[V \(IV ∪ LV )];
5 while stopping condition I is not met do
6 C ← LocalSearch(G′, k, Mstep);
7 C ← PostReduction(G, IV, LV,C);
8 P ← P ∪ {C};
9 while stopping condition II is not met do

10 P ← GeneticAlg(G, P , k);
11 P ← PostProcessing(G, P , tmax);
12 C∗ ← argmaxC∈P W (C);
13 return C∗;

and genetic algorithm stages. Before the first stage, the algo-
rithm performs a pseudo graph reduction preprocessing (lines
2-4) to temporally reduce the isolated and leaf vertices (ver-
tices with degree 0 or 1) from the input graph G. Then, the
first stage (lines 5-8) uses a local search algorithm, i.e., func-
tion LocalSearch(), to generate individuals in the population
based on the reduced graph G′. Once an individual is gener-
ated, a PostReduction() function will be called to try to im-
prove the solution by considering the reduced vertices. In the
second stage (lines 9-10), a genetic algorithm, i.e., function
GeneticAlg() is used to search with the population. Finally,
several postprocessing methods are applied in the PostPro-
cessing() function (line 11) aming to further improve the in-
dividuals in the population.

The local search and genetic algorithm stages have their
own stopping conditions (I and II). Suppose the cut-off time
of the entire algorithm is tmax. In our implementation, we
reserve 6 seconds for postprocessing to try to improve the
most promising individuals. Thus the genetic algorithm stops
when the running time reaches tmax − 6 (i.e., stopping con-
dition II). The local search process stops when the running
time reaches tmax − 16 − |P | × k/10 (i.e., stopping condi-
tion I), where |P | is the population size. In other words, we
reverse 10 + |P | × k/10 seconds for the genetic algorithm
because it needs more time to converge with larger |P | and
k. By associating the time limit of the genetic algorithm with
|P | and k, the number of individuals generated by the local
search algorithm can be adjusted adaptively according to the
scale and the k value of the instances, making the algorithm
more robust and effective.

3.2 Pseudo Graph Reduction Preprocessing
In many real-world applications, such as social networks,
graphs are massive and sparse. Thus, searching the entire
graph is inefficient, and many graph reduction methods have
been proposed for various problems over graphs [Zhou et al.,
2021b; Gao et al., 2022]. Due to the complexity of DTkC

Algorithm 2: PostReduction(G, IV, LV,C)
Input: A graph G, the set of isolated vertices IV , the

set of leaf vertices LV , a clique set C
Output: A clique set C

1 for each vertex v ∈ (IV ∪ LV ) do
2 c′ ← N(v) ∪ {v};
3 if w(c′) > min{∪c∈Cscore(c, C)} then
4 C ← C ∪ {c′};
5 cmin ← argminc∈C score(c, C);
6 C ← C\cmin;

7 return C;

Algorithm 3: LocalSearch(G, k, Mstep)
Input: A graph G, an integer k, the maximum

unimproved step in local search Mstep

Output: A solution C
1 Initialize C ← ∅;
2 for i← 1 : k do
3 c← FindClique(G);
4 C ← C ∪ {c};
5 Initialize step← 0;
6 while step < Mstep do
7 step← step+ 1;
8 c← FindClique(G), C ′ ← C ∪ {c};
9 cmin ← argminc∈C′ score(c, C ′);

10 C ′ ← C ′\cmin;
11 if W (C ′) > W (C) then
12 C ← C ′;
13 step← 0;

14 return C;

and DTkWC, it is very hard to reduce the graph with theo-
retical guarantees. Inspired by the leaf vertex union match
method [Zhou et al., 2022] that ignores leaf vertices (with
degree 1) and handles them when encountering their parent
vertices, we propose a pseudo graph reduction method that ig-
nores isolated vertices (with degree 0) and leaf vertices during
each local search process and considers them after generating
each individual, so as to improve the search efficiency.

We denote the set of all isolated vertices as IV and the set
of all leaf vertices as LV . During the LocalSearch() function
(line 6 in Algorithm 1), vertices in IV and LV are not con-
sidered. Once the LocalSearch() function returns a solution
C, we utilize a PostReduction() function to enhance the qual-
ity of C by taking into account the ignored vertices, which
is depicted in Algorithm 2. It iterates through each isolated
or leaf vertex and identifies the corresponding clique c′ with
size 1 or 2 (lines 1-2), trying to replace one of the cliques in
C with c′ for improvement (lines 3-6).

3.3 Local Search Process
The procedure of the local search algorithm in DiverTEAM
is presented in Algorithm 3. The algorithm first constructs
a solution C by merging k cliques (lines 1-4). Each clique



Algorithm 4: GeneticAlg(G, P , k)
Input: A graph G, a population P , an integer k
Output: A population P

1 Randomly shuffle P ;
2 for i← 1 : |P | do
3 C1 ← i-th individual in P ;
4 C2 ← (i mod |P |+ 1)-th individual in P ;
5 Initialize score∗ ← −∞, c∗1 ← ∅, c∗2 ← ∅;
6 for each clique c1 ∈ C1 do
7 for each clique c2 ∈ C2 do
8 score←W (C1\{c1} ∪ {c2})−W (C1);
9 if score > score∗ then

10 score∗ ← score, c∗1 ← c1, c∗2 ← c2;

11 C1 ← C1\{c∗1} ∪ {c∗2};
12 return P ;

is found by function FindClique() (line 3), which first sam-
ples a starting vertex as the initial clique and then extends it
as HEA-D [Wu et al., 2022] does. Then, the algorithm iter-
atively adds a clique found by FindClique() into C and re-
moves the clique with the minimum score from C until the
maximum unimproved step Mstep is reached (line 6).

Note that during the local search process, solution C never
becomes worse because the added and removed cliques can
be the same. Since DTkC and DTkWC usually have huge
solution spaces, different from HEA-D using simulated an-
nealing methods to accept worse solutions, we prohibit the
solution from getting worse during the local search, which
can prevent the algorithm from being hard to converge. Since
the genetic algorithm in DiverTEAM is very efficient, most of
the running time (usually more than 3/4 of the total running
time) is spent on local search in DiverTEAM, making the lo-
cal search process concentrate on generating high-quality and
diverse local optimal solutions for the population.

3.4 Genetic Algorithm
The procedure of the genetic algorithm in DiverTEAM is pre-
sented in Algorithm 4. At each generation, each individual is
selected once as parent C1 and once as parent C2 in a random
order (lines 1-4). For each pair of parents, C1 and C2, an ef-
ficient crossover operator is proposed for merging their genes
and generating high-quality offspring. In DiverTEAM, we
regard the cliques in each individual as genes. The crossover
operator actually tries to replace a clique c1 ∈ C1 with a
clique c2 ∈ C2 to evolve C1, and it traverses all possible re-
placements to find the best one (lines 5-11).

Note that we have found sufficient high-quality and diverse
genes (i.e., cliques), which are distributed among various in-
dividuals in the population, through the local search process.
The goal of the genetic algorithm is to effectively propagate
these promising genes throughout the entire population, en-
abling each individual to discover suitable genes that match
their characteristics efficiently. Importantly, the time com-
plexity of the GeneticAlg() function is O(|P |k2), allowing us
to propagate the genes and evolve the population efficiently.
Experimental results also demonstrate the superiority of our

Algorithm 5: PostProcessing(G,P, tmax)
Input: A graph G = (V,E), a population P , a time

limit tmax

Output: A population P
1 Sort P in descending order of the individuals’ weights;
2 i← 1;
3 while tmax is not reached do
4 C ← the i-th individual in P ;
5 C ′ ← ∅;
6 for each clique c ∈ C do
7 c← c\cov(C ′);
8 Expand c to maximal, prioritizing vertices that

are not in cov(C ′);
9 C ′ ← C ′ ∪ {c};

10 for each vertex v ∈ V \cov(C ′) do
11 for each clique c ∈ C ′ do
12 c′ ← c\ (V \N(v)) ∪ {v};
13 if w(C ′\{c} ∪ {c′}) > w(C ′) then
14 C ′ ← C ′\{c} ∪ {c′};
15 break;

16 Replace C in P with C ′;
17 i← i+ 1;
18 return P ;

proposed genetic algorithm over that in HEA-D.

3.5 Tabu Search in the Genetic Algorithm
Solution-based tabu search methods are widely used in
heuristics (mainly local search) for various combinatorial
optimization problems, such as the inventory routing prob-
lem [Su et al., 2020] and p-next center problem [Zhang et
al., 2022]. In DiverTEAM, we apply solution-based tabu
search to the genetic algorithm to prevent the algorithms from
searching for the solutions that have been previously encoun-
tered and ensure the diversity of the population.

Specifically, we establish three hash vectors H1, H2, H3 to
represent the tabu list. Each vector has a length of L = 108.
The three hash vectors are initialized to 0. Additionally, we
define three hash functions, denoted as h1(·), h2(·), h3(·),
each maps a solution C within the range [0, L). A solution
C is considered in the tabu list if ∧3i=1Hi(hi(C)) = 1. We
associate three random integers j1(v), j2(v), j3(v) with each
vertex v, the hash value hi(C), i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, can be calcu-
lated by hi(C) =

∑
c∈C

∑
v∈c ji(v) mod L.

In the genetic algorithm, each solution C that occurred
in the population will be added to the tabu list by setting
∧3i=1Hi(hi(C)) = 1, and any solution C prohibited by the
tabu list will not occur in future populations.

3.6 Postprocessing
We propose two postprocessing methods aiming to further
improve the individuals in the population after the genetic al-
gorithm, as depicted in Algorithm 5. The algorithm tries to
improve the most promising individuals until the time limit
is reached. The first postprocessing method is a construction



heuristic (lines 6-9), which starts from an empty set and it-
eratively constructs a maximal clique based on parts of each
clique c in the individual C. For each clique c ∈ C, the
algorithm first removes vertices covered by the current con-
structed solution C ′ from c, and then expands it to a maximal
clique, preferring vertices not covered by C ′. The second
method is a searching heuristic (lines 10-15), which actually
tries to add uncovered vertices to the solution for possible im-
provement.

Note that neither of these two postprocessing methods
makes the solution worse. However, they may degrade the
quality of the genes and are time-consuming. Thus, we do
not use them frequently during the entire algorithm.

4 Experimental Results
Experimental results consist of two parts. We first evaluate
the overall performance of the proposed DiverTEAM1 algo-
rithm on the DTkC and DTkWC problems. We select the
state-of-the-art hybrid evolutionary algorithm, HEA-D [Wu
et al., 2022], and a local search algorithm, TOPKWCLQ [Wu
and Yin, 2021], as the baselines for DTkWC, and HEA-D
and a local search algorithm, TOPKLS [Wu et al., 2020], as
the baselines for DTkC. Then, we perform extensive ablation
studies by comparing DiverTEAM with its various variants
to evaluate the effectiveness of its components. Results of the
baselines are obtained by running their source codes.

4.1 Experimental Setup
All the algorithms were implemented in C++ and executed
on a server with an AMD EPYC 7H12 CPU, running Ubuntu
18.04 Linux operating system. To make a convincing evalua-
tion of DiverTEAM, we conducted experiments using three
benchmark datasets, including the Real-world benchmark2

that contains 102 real-world sparse graphs sourced from the
Network Data Repository [Rossi and Ahmed, 2015] and
widely used by the baselines, the 2nd DIMACS benchmark3

that consists of 80 almost dense graphs with up to 4,000 ver-
tices and densities ranging from 0.03 to 0.99, and a random
benchmark comprising 30 Erdős-Rényi (ER) graphs [Erdős
et al., 1960] and 35 Barabási-Albert (BA) graphs [Albert and
Barabási, 2002]. The number of vertices of the 65 random
graphs varies from 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 8,000, and 16,000.
For each number of vertices, we generated six ER graphs with
densities of 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4, and seven BA
graphs with each new vertex adjacent to 1, 10, 50, 100, 200,
400, or 800 edges with the existing vertices.

For each graph, we generate 5 DTkC (DTkWC) instances
with k = [10, 20, 30, 40, 50]. For each DTkWC instance, the
i-th vertex is assigned with a weight (i mod 200) + 1 as
DTkWC baselines and many studies about weighted clique
do [Cai and Lin, 2016; Jiang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020].
Moreover, each algorithm is performed on 10 independent

1The source codes of DiverTEAM are available at
https://github.com/[MASKED-FOR-REVIEW].

2http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/%7Ecaisw/Resource/realworld%20
graphs.tar.gz

3http://archive.dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/challenge/graph/
benchmarks/clique/

runs with a cut-off time of 600 seconds on each instance, as
the baselines do.

4.2 Performance Evaluation
Tables 1 and 2 summarizes the comparison results between
DiverTEAM and the baseline algorithms on DTkC and
DTkWC instances based on the three benchmarks. Column
N+

best (resp. N+
avg) indicates the number of instances that Di-

verTEAM obtains better results than the compared algorithm
in terms of the best (resp. average) solutions in 10 runs. Col-
umn N−

best (resp. N−
avg) indicates the number of instances

that DiverTEAM obtains worse results than the compared al-
gorithm in terms of the best (resp. average) solutions in 10
runs. The best results in the tables appear in bold.

The results show that DiverTEAM significantly outper-
forms the baseline local search and hybrid evolutionary al-
gorithms over all the DTkC and DTkWC benchmarks. TOP-
KLS also shows good performance on DTkC instances, espe-
cially on instances with small k values. This is because DTkC
instances based on small and dense 2nd DIMACS graphs
with small k values have relatively small solution spaces,
which are more suitable for the local search algorithm than
the evolutionary algorithm. The results also indicate that
HEA-D is not very good at solving DTkC instances com-
pared to TOPKLS, indicating that the closely related DTkC
and DTkWC problems are distinct in suitable solving meth-
ods. With the benefit of our framework that separates local
search and genetic algorithms to make each more focused, the
effective genetic algorithm with efficient crossover operators,
and techniques including solution-based tabu search, prepro-
cessing, and postprocessing, our proposed DiverTEAM be-
comes a generic algorithm that has excellent performance and
robustness on various benchmarks of the two problems. Fol-
lowup ablation studies in Section 4.3 also demonstrate the
advantages of the above components and techniques of Di-
verTEAM.

To clearly present the gap in results of DiverTEAM and
the baseline algorithms, we further present scatter plots on
DTkC and DTkWC instances in Figures 2 and 3, respectively,
to depict the detailed results. We only present results in in-
stances where DiverTEAM and the corresponding baseline
obtain different best results in 10 runs and also abandon a
few outliers for DTkC (resp. DTkWC) instances where the
objective values of the best results found by the algorithms
are larger than 2,000 (resp. 30,000).

The results in Figures 2 and 3 are consistent with the re-
sults in Tables 1 and 2, and can further reveal that there ex-
ists a large gap between the results obtained by DiverTEAM
and the baselines in many instances. The objective values
of the best results obtained by the baselines are only 70% of
those by DiverTEAM for many instances, indicating a signifi-
cant superiority of DiverTEAM over the baselines. Moreover,
the baselines show unstable performance on different bench-
marks. For example, the objective values of most results ob-
tained by HEA-D in Real-world DTkWC instances surpass
90% of those by DiverTEAM, while on many 2nd DIMACS
and random graphs, HEA-D can only yield about 80% of the
objective values of results of DiverTEAM. The local search
algorithm TOPKLS exhibits notable instability on 2nd DI-



Comparison k
Real-world 2nd DIMACS Random graph

N+
best N−

best N+
avg N−

avg N+
best N−

best N+
avg N−

avg N+
best N−

best N+
avg N−

avg

DiverTEAM vs. HEA-D

10 41 1 45 5 50 1 50 4 37 4 43 5
20 46 4 52 8 45 1 45 1 44 3 47 3
30 51 1 57 4 33 1 35 3 47 2 48 4
40 54 2 63 4 27 1 28 2 48 1 50 2
50 58 2 66 4 25 1 24 3 48 1 50 2

DiverTEAM vs. TOPKLS

10 23 6 23 12 33 23 39 27 24 14 25 16
20 35 3 37 10 33 19 41 17 24 16 25 18
30 41 2 46 8 33 14 36 13 26 14 28 14
40 45 4 56 2 31 7 40 7 29 14 29 14
50 52 2 65 2 25 6 36 6 28 14 30 15

Table 1: Comparison between DiverTEAM and two baselines, HEA-D and TOPKLS, on the DTkC problem.

Comparison k
Real-world 2nd DIMACS Random graph

N+
best N−

best N+
avg N−

avg N+
best N−

best N+
avg N−

avg N+
best N−

best N+
avg N−

avg

DiverTEAM vs. HEA-D

10 49 2 53 4 52 2 54 3 39 0 43 0
20 53 1 59 2 47 0 47 0 41 0 45 0
30 55 1 63 2 36 0 36 3 41 0 48 0
40 57 1 65 2 28 0 29 1 46 0 52 0
50 59 1 71 2 25 1 26 2 44 0 54 0

DiverTEAM vs. TOPKWCLQ

10 72 0 84 0 63 0 64 0 44 2 52 2
20 82 0 87 0 53 0 56 0 49 1 59 1
30 85 0 91 0 46 0 48 0 52 3 61 2
40 85 0 91 0 40 0 43 0 57 3 61 2
50 85 0 89 0 33 0 34 0 59 2 62 2

Table 2: Comparison between DiverTEAM and two baselines, HEA-D and TOPKWCLQ, on the DTkWC problem.
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Figure 2: Comparison of DiverTEAM and DTkC baselines. A point with coordinates (x, y) represents a DTkC instance that the best result
obtained by DiverTEAM is x and the baseline algorithm is x × y in 10 runs. (a) DiverTEAM vs. HEA-D on Real-world graphs; (b)
DiverTEAM vs. HEA-D on 2nd DIMACS and random graphs; (c) DiverTEAM vs. TOPKLS on Real-world graphs; (d) DiverTEAM vs.
TOPKLS on 2nd DIMACS and random graphs.
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Figure 3: Comparison of DiverTEAM and DTkWC baselines. A point with coordinates (x, y) represents a DTkWC instance that the best
result obtained by DiverTEAM is x and the baseline algorithm is x × y in 10 runs. (a) DiverTEAM vs. HEA-D on Real-world graphs; (b)
DiverTEAM vs. HEA-D on 2nd DIMACS and random graphs; (c) DiverTEAM vs. TOPKWCLQ on Real-world graphs; (d) DiverTEAM vs.
TOPKWCLQ on 2nd DIMACS and random graphs.



DiverTEAM vs. Real-world 2nd DIMACS Random graph
N+

best N−
best N+

avg N−
avg N+

best N−
best N+

avg N−
avg N+

best N−
best N+

avg N−
avg

DiverTEAM−
pre 10 5 12 17 15 13 28 9 20 10 34 9

DiverTEAM−
tabu 9 3 23 8 18 3 26 10 18 9 30 8

DiverTEAM−
GA 28 2 43 0 18 9 26 11 29 2 36 3

DiverTEAM+
HEA-D 16 2 32 5 16 11 24 14 15 5 26 15

DiverTEAM−
post 11 2 18 11 31 3 38 1 29 3 37 3

Table 3: Comparison of DiverTEAM and its five variants on DTkC problem based on three benchmarks with k = 30.

DiverTEAM vs. Real-world 2nd DIMACS Random graph
N+

best N−
best N+

avg N−
avg N+

best N−
best N+

avg N−
avg N+

best N−
best N+

avg N−
avg

DiverTEAM−
pre 22 6 27 17 17 11 20 17 20 19 28 14

DiverTEAM−
tabu 22 8 32 12 23 7 27 10 24 16 39 4

DiverTEAM−
GA 37 1 53 1 25 6 28 11 35 5 39 4

DiverTEAM+
HEA-D 29 5 49 3 24 7 22 17 21 17 21 22

DiverTEAM−
post 29 2 38 7 43 0 43 0 33 5 39 2

Table 4: Comparison of DiverTEAM and its five variants on DTkWC problem based on three benchmarks with k = 30.

MACS and random graphs, which can yield results 20% times
better than that of DiverTEAM sometimes and also can only
yield results with half of the objective values as compared to
DiverTEAM in many instances. The results indicate again
that DiverTEAM has excellent performance and robustness
in various instances of DTkC and DTkWC.

4.3 Ablation Study
To evaluate the effectiveness of components and techniques
in DiverTEAM, we compare DiverTEAM with its five vari-
ant algorithms on all the DTkC and DTkWC instances with
k = 30. The variants include DiverTEAM−

pre, which removes
the pseudo graph reduction preprocessing, DiverTEAM−

tabu,
which removes the solution-based tabu search in the genetic
algorithm, DiverTEAM−

GA, which removes the genetic algo-
rithm and uses the local search algorithm to calculate be-
fore reaching stopping condition II, DiverTEAM+

HEA-D, which
replaces the genetic algorithm in DiverTEAM with that in
HEA-D, and DiverTEAM−

post, which removes the postpro-
cessing methods. The results on the two problems are shown
in Tables 3 and 4, respectively, with best results appearing in
bold.

The results reveal that DiverTEAM yields considerably
better performance than the five variants in general. Di-
verTEAM outperforms DiverTEAM−

pre, indicating that the
proposed pseudo graph reduction method can improve the
performance by reducing the search space. DiverTEAM out-
performs DiverTEAM−

tabu, demonstrating that the solution-
based tabu search can prevent the algorithm from searching
for the same solutions and help the algorithm obtain better
results. DiverTEAM performs better than DiverTEAM−

GA, in-
dicating that the genetic algorithm can significantly improve
the solutions generated by the local search algorithm. Di-
verTEAM performs better than DiverTEAM+

HEA-D, indicat-
ing the superiority of our proposed genetic algorithm over
that in HEA-D. Moreover, DiverTEAM performs better than

DiverTEAM−
post, indicating that the postprocessing methods

can stably improve the solutions.

5 Conclusion
This paper addressed the Diversified Top-k Clique search
(DTkC) and Diversified Top-k Weight Clique search
(DTkWC) problems, two representatives among various DTk
optimization problems, and proposed DiverTEAM, an effi-
cient evolutionary algorithm for solving them. DiverTEAM
consists of local search and genetic evolution. The local
search focuses on generating high-quality and diverse indi-
viduals for the population, which will work as a team in
the genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm can make the
population converge to (near-)optimal solutions efficiently
with our designed crossover operator. We further applied a
solution-based tabu search technique to prevent the genetic
algorithm from searching duplicated solution spaces and pro-
posed some approaches to boost the algorithm performance,
including a pseudo graph reduction preprocessing and some
postprocessing.

We compared DiverTEAM with the state-of-the-art heuris-
tic algorithms for DTkC and DTkWC and conducted exper-
iments on various benchmarks. Extensive experiments show
that DiverTEAM exhibits excellent performance and robust-
ness on different benchmarks of both DTkC and DTkWC.
Adequate ablation studies further demonstrate the effective-
ness of several key designs in DiverTEAM.

In future work, we will deploy DiverTEAM to other DTk
problems to investigate its versatility. Note that the main
components of DiverTEAM, including the local search al-
gorithm, the crossover operator, the genetic algorithm, and
the postprocessing method, are all performed around the
core sub-structure, i.e., clique, of the investigated DTkC and
DTkWC problems. These methods and algorithms could be
applied to solve other DTk problems easily by performing
them upon the corresponding sub-structures.
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